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Abstract. The aim of this article was to construct a T–ϕ phase diagram for a model drug (FD) and
amorphous polymer (Eudragit® EPO) and to use this information to understand the impact of how
temperature–composition coordinates influenced the final properties of the extrudate. Defining process
boundaries and understanding drug solubility in polymeric carriers is of utmost importance and will help
in the successful manufacture of new delivery platforms for BCS class II drugs. Physically mixed felodipine
(FD)–Eudragit® EPO (EPO) binary mixtures with pre-determined weight fractions were analysed using
DSC to measure the endset of melting and glass transition temperature. Extrudates of 10 wt% FD–EPO
were processed using temperatures (110°C, 126°C, 140°C and 150°C) selected from the temperature–
composition (T–ϕ) phase diagrams and processing screw speed of 20, 100 and 200rpm. Extrudates were
characterised using powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD), optical, polarised light and Raman microscopy. To
ensure formation of a binary amorphous drug dispersion (ADD) at a specific composition, HME
processing temperatures should at least be equal to, or exceed, the corresponding temperature value on
the liquid–solid curve in a F–H T–ϕ phase diagram. If extruded between the spinodal and liquid–solid
curve, the lack of thermodynamic forces to attain complete drug amorphisation may be compensated for
through the use of an increased screw speed. Constructing F–H T–ϕ phase diagrams are valuable not only
in the understanding drug–polymer miscibility behaviour but also in rationalising the selection of important processing parameters for HME to ensure miscibility of drug and polymer.
KEY WORDS: DSC; Flory–Huggins theory; hot-melt extrusion; thermal processing.

INTRODUCTION
Drug solubilisation strategies have become ever more
important over the past two decades, primarily due to the
increased occurrence of new chemical entities (NCEs) that
are poorly soluble but highly permeable (BCS class II) (1).
These drug molecules have a therapeutic efficacy that is limited by solubility and often require enabling technologies in
order to become viable, efficacious drug delivery systems.
Among the strategies employed, there has been significant
interest in amorphous drug dispersions (ADDs) (2). Relative
to their crystalline counterparts, amorphous drug forms typically exhibit a significantly higher apparent solubility and a
faster dissolution rate. Furthermore, dispersion of the amorphous drug into a polymer matrix can provide a physical
barrier to aggregation of drug particles and reduce the risk
of physical change post manufacture. In particular, dispersion
of drug at the molecular level is desirable from both a
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solubility enhancement and physical stability perspective.
Hot melt extrusion (HME) technology has been shown to be
a robust method for manufacturing amorphous drug dispersions and has several advantageous over other commonly used
techniques (e.g. spray-drying). HME is regarded as a continuous manufacturing method and has capability for ease of
scaleup. Moreover, it is a solvent-free process, offers the possibility of processing at a range of extrusion conditions (e.g.
temperature, screw design and feed rate) and permits the
introduction of process analytical technologies and adoption
of ‘Quality by Design’ (QbD) principles. In general, processing temperatures in the melting zone of an extruder should be
at least 15∼60°C above the glass transition temperature (Tg)
or the melting temperature (Tm), of polymeric excipients, in
order to attain suitable plasticity and hence enable melt flow
within the extruder barrel (3,4). Likewise, when taking into
account the relatively short residence time associated with
HME processing, it is usually recommended to extrude the
raw materials 15∼30°C above the Tm of the drug substance to
guarantee complete amorphisation of the drug and subsequently adequate mixing with the polymeric matrix (5).
Therefore, high-melting drug substances often require high
processing temperatures and an associated risk of thermal
degradation for both drug and polymer.
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Rational Selection of HME Processing Condition
A recent review of drug candidates developed over the
last 10 years has shown that these compounds Bdiffer significantly from those of historical leads^ in the sense that there is
an increased number of heavy atoms, rotors and ring structures (6). Such additional complexity may result in an increased sensitivity to thermal degradation, and consequently,
the need to identify suitable non-ambient processing conditions is a growing necessity. There are numerous examples
wherein crystalline drugs dissolve into the molten polymer
matrix below the drug Tm and form amorphous dispersions.
In those cases, dissolution of drug is dependent on the miscibility and intermolecular interactions between the drug and
polymer (5,7–11). It is obvious therefore that a clear understanding of miscibility across a wide range of temperatures is
necessary in order to promote drug solubilisation and molecular dispersion of drug in polymer at minimal processing
conditions. With this knowledge, extrusion conditions may
be selected to promote formation of molecular dispersions
whilst also avoiding drug and/or polymer degradation.
It is evident that an in-depth understanding of drug–
polymer miscibility is essential, and the prediction of miscibility in advance of processing can assist formulation development. A number of recent publications have successfully
defined the mixing behaviour of drug–polymer binary mixtures from a thermodynamic perspective (12–15). Our group
has also published a series of articles, utilising Flory–Huggins
(F–H) theory in combination with the measurement of melting temperature depression to understand drug–polymer
phase behaviour (16–18). In doing so, thermodynamic miscibility is expressed as a temperature/composition phase diagram, whilst Gibb’s free energy of mixing may be expressed
as a function of both temperature and composition. A typical
F–H temperature–composition (T–ϕ) phase diagram depicts
six miscibility zones divided by three curves, the liquid–solid
curve, the spinodal decomposition curve and the Tg curve,
respectively (16).
Using these regions, the definition of processing temperatures and drug volume fractions that would be most likely to
generate miscible drug–polymer systems (ignoring kinetic effects) becomes much more obvious. For example, a drug–
polymer system positioned (defined by temperature and drug
volume fraction) within the miscible region would be expected
to generate a homogeneous phase that is thermodynamically
favoured. In contrast, if processed in an unstable region, phase
separation would be thermodynamically favoured. It is reasonable to hypothesise that solubility curves may be used to
depict the lowest suitable processing temperature for preparation of molecular drug dispersions. Therefore, in this article,
it is our primary aim to construct T–ϕ phase diagrams for a
model binary system (felodipine/EPO) and, subsequently,
melt extrude binary mixtures using temperatures–composition
coordinates from various regions. This will provide an improved understanding of how thermodynamic considerations
can be used in the manufacture of solid dispersions using nonambient processes such as HME. Moreover, the determination of a minimum processing temperature may be particularly
useful for chemical entities that are more prone to thermal
degradation. Additionally, during hot-melt extrusion, mixing
behaviour is not solely dependent upon temperature. It has
been shown that drug dissolution within polymeric carriers
can be enhanced by both elevated temperature and screw
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speed (19). A secondary aim of this work is to investigate
the role of screw speed and how it may be aligned with the
processing temperature to manufacture optimised drug–polymer molecular dispersions.
MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY
Materials
Felodipine (FD), a dihydropyridine calcium channel blocker
(CCB), was a generous gift from AstraZeneca (Macclesfield,
UK). Eudragit® E PO (EPO), a copolymer composed of neutral
methyl and butyl methacrylic acid esters and dimethylaminoethyl
methacrylate repeating units, was kindly provided as a free sample by Evonik Industries AG (Darmstadt, Germany).
Methodology
Thermal Analysis
FD and EPO were individually pulverised and sieved to a
53∼90-μm size range. The binary physical mixtures that
consisted of FD and EPO were prepared through careful
mixing of the powdered components using a mortar and pestle
at pre-determined FD loadings. Melting point depression experiments on the binary physical mixtures were conducted on
a DSC 8000 power compensation differential scanning calorimeter (Perkin-Elmer, Windsor, Berkshire, UK). The instrument was calibrated at the respective ramp rate with indium
and zinc for both melting point and heat of fusion. Dry nitrogen was purged at a flow rate of 40 mL min−1 through the
sample and reference cells to maintain an inert atmosphere.
Three to five milligrammes of sample was accurately weighed
into aluminium pans and crimped using an aluminium pan lid.
The crimped pan set was then equilibrated at 100°C for 60 min
followed by a thermal ramp at 1°C min−1 to 180°C. Plots of the
heat flow (W/g) versus temperature were recorded and
analysed using Pyris (version 10.1.0.0412) software. The
endset of melting was calculated from the DSC thermogram
as the intersection of the falling edge of the melting endotherms and the post-melting baseline. The fused samples from
the melting point measurement experiments were air-cooled
to ambient temperature and subsequently subjected to modulated DSC (TA Q100, TA Instruments) to be heated for a
second time at 2°C min−1, with an amplitude and frequency of
±0.6°C every 40 s to enable the determination of Tg.
Treatment of Data and Construction of Phase Diagram
The use of Flory–Huggins lattice theory to construct a T–
ϕ phase diagram thus determining drug–polymer solubility as
a function of temperature has been well established in the
current literature (13–18,20,21). Accordingly, Gibb’s free energy of mixing ΔGmix can be expressed as (22):
ΔGmix
ð1−ϕÞ
¼ ϕlnϕ þ
lnð1−ϕÞ þ χϕð1−ϕÞ
RT
m

ð1Þ

where R is the gas constant, ϕ is the volume fraction of drug,
m is the volume ratio of a polymer chain to a lattice site, T is
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the Kelvin temperature and χ is the F–H interaction parameter. Negative χ values indicate favoured interspecies miscibility, whereas positive values suggest immiscibility. It has been
reported that the dependence of χ as a function of temperature may be simplified as follows (16,23):
χ¼Aþ

B
T

ð2Þ

where constants A and B represent the entropic and enthalpic
contributions, respectively. In addition, the extended Flory
expression of the theory of melting point depression allows
the calculation of the F–H interaction parameter χ at varying
drug fractions (21,24–26):
1
1
1
−
1−
T m T 0m
lnϕ
m
χ¼
−
−
2
R
1−ϕ
−
ð1−ϕÞ2 ð1−ϕÞ
ΔH

ð3Þ

where Tm0 is the melting point of the pure drug, Tm is the
depressed drug melting point at particular drug–polymer fractions, ΔH is the enthalpy of fusion of the pure drug. Therefore, constants A and B in Eq. 2 may be fitted using
experimentally obtained Tm and the calculated χ according
to Eq. 3. Subsequently, by substituting Eq. 2 back into Eq. 1,
Gibb’s free energy of mixing expression can be converted to
ΔGmix
1−ϕ
¼ ϕlnϕ þ
lnð1−ϕÞ þ ð1−ϕÞ
RT
m



B
Aþ
T

ð4Þ

The spinodal decomposition curve is obtained by setting
the second derivative of the free energy of mixing expression
(Eq. 4) with respect to the drug volume fraction to zero:
Ts ¼

2B
1
1
þ
− 2A
ϕ mð1−ϕÞ

ð5Þ

Preparation of Hot-melt Extrudates
FD was mixed with EPO at a drug–polymer weight fraction of 1:9 using a mortar and pestle. The prepared physical
mixtures (PMs) were manually fed into a co-rotating conical
twin-screw extruder (HAAKE Minilab, Thermo Electron
Corporation, Stone, Staffordshire, UK). All extrusions were
conducted in triplicate to measure the mean residence time
and processing torque. The binary mixture was subjected to
four processing temperatures, respectively, and three screw
speeds: 20, 100 and 200 rpm, respectively. The four processing
temperatures were selected according to the T–ϕ phase diagrams as follows: a low temperature from the unstable region
(TL=110°C), the boundary temperature on the spinodal curve
for 10 wt% FD loading (TB1=126°C), the boundary temperature on the liquid–solid curve for 10 wt% FD loading
(TB2=140°C) and a high temperature from the miscible region
(T H =150°C). Rod-shaped extrudates were immediately

pelletized (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Stone, Staffordshire,
UK) to a 2.0 mm length and then vacuum desiccated at room
temperature overnight prior to further tests. The extrusion
parameters used during manufacture are listed in Table I.

Powder X-ray Diffraction
A MiniFlex II desktop powder X-ray diffractometer
(Rigaku Corporation, Japan) equipped with Ni-filtered, Cu
Kβ radiation, at a voltage of 30 kV and a current of 15 mA
was employed to characterise crystallinity in raw materials,
physical mixtures and hot-melt extrudates. The samples were
pulverised in a ball mill chamber using a frequency of 25 s−1
for 30 s. The powdered sample was placed on a glass toploading holder with a 0.2 mm depression and gently consolidated. All samples were scanned within the angular range 3–
40° 2θ in continuous mode with a sample width of 0.03° and a
scan speed of 2.0° min−1.

Microscopic Analysis
Optical micrographs were taken to examine the morphology of the FD-EPO melt extrudates. The equipment used was
a Leica EZ4 D stereo zoom microscope (Leica Microsystems
Ltd., Buckinghamshire, UK). The sample was illuminated
with LED light and pictured using a ×25 magnification.
Polarised light microscopy (PLM, Olympus BX50F4, Microscope Service and Sales, Surrey, UK) was used to identify the
presence of residual crystalline FD in the extruded EPO matrices. A polarised light micrograph of each sample was captured at room temperature using a PixeLINK Megapixel
FireWire camera and PixeLINK software (Scorpion Vision
Ltd., Lymington, UK). Crystalline FD was observed as bright
and colourful particles within the cross-sectional area of the
sample. All measurements were performed with a magnification of ×40.

Raman Mapping Analysis
Raman spectroscopy analysis was conducted using a
RamanMicro 300 Raman microscope (Perkin Elmer, Windsor,
Berkshire, UK) coupled with an Avalon Raman station R3
model AVRS003A spectrometer (Avalon Instruments, Belfast, UK). A magnification of ×20 and a total exposure time
of 20 s (4 s acquisition×5 were used for all samples). Data was
collected across 200–3200 cm−1 wave numbers using an automatic baseline correction and analysed using Spectrum v6.3.4
software. Cross sections of the extruded pellets were mapped
(Raman microscope) using 0.05 mm spacing between each
sampling point. Laser power was set at 70% throughout the
mapping process to avoid sample saturation. Spectrum IMAGE R1.6.4.0394 software was used to correlate the spectrum
of each individual pixel from the mapped cross sections with
the reference spectrum obtained from a crystalline FD powder
bed. The Raman shift range of [1720∼1600]cm −1 was
employed for pixel/reference comparison in the compare correlation mode. The maps were shown within the correlation
coefficient scale from 0.676 to 1.001. A rainbow cubic look-up
table was utilised to illustrate the degree of correlation.
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Table I. Formulation Nomenclature, HME Processing Data and Product Visual Assessment of All Melt Extruded Samples
Formulation

FD loading
(%)

Tprocessing
°C

Low screw speed

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

110
–
–
–
110
–
–
–
110
–
–
–

Medium screw speed

High screw speed

–
126
–
–
–
126
–
–
–
126
–
–

–
–
140
–
–
–
140
–
–
–
140
–

–
–
–
150
–
–
–
150
–
–
–
150

Screw speed
(rpm)

Torque
(Ncm)

Residence time
(s)

20
20
20
20
100
100
100
100
200
200
200
200

30±2
16±1
8±1
6±1
122±4
66±2
34±5
30±1
155±7
78±4
60±4
49±3

434±36
110±1
89±3
92±2
140±1
81±1
54±1
46±4
122±8
40±2
24±1
22±1

Visual assessment

Visible crystals
Visible crystals (less)
Clear strands
Clear strands
Visible crystals
Shattered crystals
Clear strands
Clear strands
Shattered crystals (less)
Shattered crystals (little)
Clear strands
Clear strands

The processing torque and residence time tabulated are the mean of three individual extrusions±standard deviation. Residence times are the
minimum residence time at which the first trace of extrudate exited the die

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analyses were conducted using a one-way analysis of variance (GraphPad Prism 6.0). Individual differences
between treatment groups were identified using Tukey’s post
hoc test with P<0.05 denoting significance.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Melting Point Depression Measurements and the Construction
of Phase Diagrams
Previously, our group employed an 8 min milling cycle
(16–18) in preparing physical mixtures of drug and polymer.
Intimate mixing of raw materials prior to extrusion is an ideal
scenario but not always the case in practice. In an attempt to
avoid partial amorphorisation of drug by milling and hence
overestimate the HME processing window, fine powders (53–
90 μm) of the pulverised components were carefully mixed in
precise weight fractions using a mortar and pestle. However, it
was also crucial that the mixed samples were given adequate
time during DSC experiments for drug dissolution. Therefore,
a 60 min isotherm was introduced at 100°C, an intermediate
temperature between the Tg of EPO and the Tm of FD, and
the heating rate for DSC experiments was set at 1°C min−1.
ΔGfus is usually expressed as the combination of both
enthalpic and entropic contributions t o a system :
ΔGfus=ΔHfus−TΔS. At the melting point, the solid and liquid
phases coexist in equilibrium, the free energy of fusion ΔGfus
then equals zero and the melting point may be expressed as
Tm=ΔH/ΔS. At the isothermal temperature, EPO is present as
a viscous melt, whilst FD remains solid. If FD is somewhat
soluble in the EPO melt pool, the solubilised portion will
possess increased randomness relative to the solid drug portion and hence increased entropy. When subsequently heated,
the enthalpy ought to be decreased as the solubilised FD
portion should no longer be a factor to influence heat absorption. These translate to the depression of both Tm and ΔH
(27), and such depression increases as the EPO fraction increases. If FD–EPO system is completely immiscible, phase

separation occurs; hence, neither enthalpy- nor entropydriven melting point depression should occur.
Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the influence of EPO polymer
fraction on both the Tm and ΔH of FD. It can also be observed
from data presented in Table II that the Tm and ΔH of FD
both decreased as the EPO loading within the formulation was
increased. The decrease of Tm relative to pure FD only became statistically significant when 25 wt% or more EPO was
introduced to the system (P<0.01 for FD loadings 75, 70 and
65 wt%). For example, the addition of 35 wt% EPO depressed
FD Tm from 145.88±0.02°C to 144.31±0.09°C. The decrease of
ΔH, on the other hand, was significant from as low as only
5 wt% EPO incorporation (P<0.05). The ΔH measurement
and extrapolation of experimental values using linear regression suggested that approximately 35 wt% of FD could be
solubilised in an EPO melt at or close to the melting point of
FD. The depressed Tm was used to calculate the F–H interaction parameter χ for FD loadings from 95 to 65 wt% according
to Eq. 3 (Table II). The obtained χ values were then plotted
against the corresponding 1/Tm values in Fig. 3. Linear regression of χ versus 1/T plot had a high correlation coefficient
(>0.99) and hence confirmed the linear dependence in Eq. 2,
enabling the calculation of entropic (A) and enthalpic (B)
contributions to χ in the FD–EPO system. In agreement with
our previous work, positive values of the calculated B term
indicated upper critical solution temperature (UCST) behaviour and corresponded to decreasing χ values with increasing
temperature (18). The calculated values for constants A
(−126.557) and B (53038.616) were subsequently used in
Eq. 4 to construct the T–ϕ phase diagram (Fig. 4).
A Tg curve is typically shown in a complete F–H phase
diagram to signify a region where viscosity of the system
increases so dramatically that mixing becomes kinetically hindered over experimentally feasible time scales (28,29). In
accordance with the literature (30), the Tg values for FD and
EPO were observed to be extremely close to each other at
46.65±0.44°C and 46.76±0.60°C, respectively. It was also observed that the Tg of EPO decreased on the second heating
curve relative to the first heating curve (55.57±0.23°C), presumably owing to removal of thermal history through heat–
cool treatment (31). According to Gordon–Taylor equation, if
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Fig. 1. Thermograms of FD–EPO physical mixtures heated at 1°C min−1. The labels above each curve indicate the FD loading (weight fraction)
in the physical mixture

FD and EPO are miscible at a certain ratio, there should exist
a single Tg somewhere between the individual Tgs of the two
components when mixed at such a ratio. Given the fact that
the Tg of FD and EPO are practically inseparable, the binary
mixture Tg, if miscible, should also be between 46.65±0.44°C
and 46.76±0.60°C. However, although modulated DSC experiments did exhibited a single Tg for all tested FD–EPO fractions, their values did not obey the Gordon–Taylor equation.
In fact, binary mixtures showed lower Tg temperatures than
each individual component. It has been shown in the current
literature that networking of intense hydrogen-bonding and/or
electrostatic interactions between heterogeneous molecules
may reduce the component mobility in the mixed region and
hence result in Tg higher than those of the individual component (32). It is reasonable to suggest, in our case, that disruption of existing interaction patterns between homogeneous
molecules occurred due to the presence of an added
Bimpurity^. Such disruption might have affected component
mobility by increasing system entropy and hence resulted in
decreased Tg. It has also been shown in the literature that
small amounts of moisture significantly reduce the Tg; however, the likelihood of moisture presence during Tg measurement in this work is small due to heating cycle in a dry

environment. Nevertheless, it was evident that the kinetically
restricted region (Below Tg of dispersed system) of the constructed FD–EPO phase diagram sat in an area where temperature was lower than 46°C. With such a low T g
temperature, it was unfeasible to extrude the FD–EPO binary
mixture at any composition that would exist below the Tg.
Therefore, the Tg curve and the region underneath will not
be discussed further in this work.
Hot-melt Extrusion Using Varying Processing Parameters
To validate our hypothesis with respect to the identification of a HME processing window using a F–H T–ϕ phase
diagram, FD–EPO binary mixtures with 10 wt% FD loading
were extruded at temperatures dictated by the F–H boundary
curves and miscibility regions. Initially, three drug loadings,
namely 10, 30 and 50 wt%, were considered for HME. For the
latter two, however, the intermediate region was too narrow
(140∼142°C and 142∼144°C, respectively) and the temperature difference between the two boundary curves (2°C) was
deemed too small to be precisely controlled by a melt extruder
in practice. FD loading of 10 wt%, on the other hand, was
shown to present well-proportioned miscibility regions in the

H depression for FD with increasing Eudragit ® E PO fraction
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Fig. 2. Graphical representation of the ΔH depression observed for
FD with an increasing FD fraction. The red solid line represents the
theoretical relationship between ΔH and FD loading (y=0.7599x,
R2=1), assuming no solubilisation of drug in polymer. The blue line
represents the experimentally obtained ΔH for predetermined FD
loadings of 100, 95, 90, 85, 80, 75, 70 and 65 wt% (n=3). The extrapolated linear relationship of ΔH is based upon least square regression
calculation of the experimental data (y=1.12x−39.55, R2=0.98)
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Table II. Experimentally Obtained Melting Point Values and Calculated Chi Values for All Investigated FD/EPO Compositions
DL
wt%

Volume fraction ϕ

100
95
90
85
80
75
70
65
0

1.00
0.94
0.88
0.83
0.77
0.72
0.66
0.61
0.00

End of Tm (FD)
°C

ΔHm (FD)
J/g

Tg (Second heat)
°C

1/Tm (end)
K−1

Interaction parameter χ

145.88±0.02
145.78±0.05
145.68±0.07
145.27±0.13
145.05±0.08
144.59±0.08
144.50±0.64
144.31±0.09
–

75.99±0.10
63.70±1.70
60.42±0.92
55.14±4.83
50.81±6.27
44.08±0.53
39.84±0.63
33.40±2.72
–

46.65±0.44
46.33±0.22
46.29±0.64
45.87±1.35
44.87±0.06
43.20±1.50
43.12±0.97
40.72±0.57
46.76±0.60

2.386×10−3
2.387×10−3
2.388×10−3
2.390×10−3
2.392×10−3
2.394×10−3
2.395×10−3
2.396×10−3
–

–
0.0396
0.0870
0.1939
0.3004
0.3179
0.4244
0.4916
–

Values are reported as the mean±standard deviation of three individual samples

phase diagram and two distinctive boundary temperatures,
126°C and 140°C, on the spinodal and solubility curves, respectively (Fig. 4).
Using the previously calculated χ values and the boundary temperatures for the aforementioned three FD loadings, a
Gibb’s free energy of mixing plot was constructed and is
presented in Fig. 5. Notably, although the interaction parameter χ values calculated at all temperatures were positive
indicating unfavourable FD–EPO mixing, the free energy of
mixing plot exhibited negative values across the entire composition range at temperatures higher than 142°C (Fig. 5b).
Such a result is suggesting increasingly pronounced contribution of entropy to the system miscibility at elevated temperatures. For the chosen 140°C, the shape of ΔGmix plot was
sigmoidal with a negative value of ΔGmix at the chosen drug
loading for HME (10 wt%), supporting thermodynamically
favoured mixing at this T–ϕ coordinate.
According to our T–ϕ phase diagram, we anticipated that
the 10 wt% FD loaded extrudates processed at 140°C to show
homogeneous FD molecular dispersion within the EPO matrix; those extruded at 126°C to attain FD amorphisation but
showing instability to substantial FD density fluctuation. Another two extreme temperatures, 110°C and 150°C, respectively, were also applied to extrusion processing. The former
was chosen from the unstable region as a critical lower bound
for processability, whilst the latter was chosen from the liquid/
miscible region for the production of a FD–EPO solid solution. Notably, such hypotheses are founded entirely on a T–ϕ
phase diagram obtained by applying the F–H theory to melting point depression phenomenon using thermal measurements. In doing so, it is believed that an underestimation of
phase boundaries is normal in these circumstances, predicting
drug–polymer miscibility as well as determining the extrusion
temperature during HME processing since the mechanical
energy input associated with screw agitation is neglected. In
view of this, the influence of mechanical input on extrudate
properties was assessed by applying varying screw speeds, 20,
100 and 200 rpm, to each respective extrusion temperature.
It has been previously shown that increasing screw speed
increases dissolution of drug into a molten carrier (19), when
selected processing temperatures were all significantly below
Tm of the drug. To date, there is limited information within the
literature clearly stating the influence of screw speed at temperatures that would thermodynamically favour drug–

polymer mixing. In addition, if the influence of screw speed
differs with changes in thermodynamic conditions, the investigation of screw speed effects may aid the optimisation of the
HME processing window predicted by a F–H T–ϕ phase
diagram.
Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the average residence time and
processing torque, respectively, during extrusion (data presented to Table I). In agreement with literature, the average residence time decreased significantly upon elevation in both
temperature and screw speed (33–35). Among all investigated
temperature–screw speed (°C–rpm) combinations, 110°C with
20 rpm resulted in dramatically prolonged mean residence time,
approximately 3∼20 folds longer than that of the others. The
recorded average processing torque (τ), on the other hand,
decreased with rising temperature and increased with increasing
screw speed (Fig. 7). It was also observed that there was no
significant difference for either residence time or torque between 140°C and 150°C for each screw speed (P>0.05).
For fixed screw rotating speed (shear rate) and feed rate
(throughput), a shorter residence time often indicates better
flow properties of the melt, which is also suggestive of lower
melt viscosity (36,37). Its dependence on temperature could
be easily explained using the Arrhenius equation,
Εα
η ¼ Κ0  eRT , where η is the melt viscosity; K′, a constant
and Eα, the activation energy, respectively, dependent upon

0.8

Linear fit of Flory -Huggins interaction parameter

and 1/T
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Fig. 3. Variation in Flory–Huggins interaction parameter χ as a function of temperature (1/T)
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Solid State Characterisation of the FD–EPO Melt Extrudates
Powder X-ray Diffraction
Figure 8 shows powder X-ray diffractograms for representative extrudates. A PXRD pattern for a 10 wt% drugloaded physical mixture is provided for comparative purposes.
The physical mixture exhibited diffraction peaks characteristic

480
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400
Average residence time (s)

the type of polymer; R is the gas constant, and T is the
measuring temperature in Kelvin (38). In this work, the polymer type and composition remained the same for all
extrudates; thus, K′ and Eα both remained constant. Therefore, elevating temperature resulted in lower viscosity, improved flow properties and hence shortened residence time.
For fixed temperature and throughput, in contrast, increased
screw speed typically reduces residence time through faster
conveying of material to the die exit (39). The processing
torque during HME is a measure of the mechanical energy
input applied to the rotating screws by the motor. This energy
input is typically dissipated into three aspects: screw agitation
(τempty), forward material pumping (τpump) and melt shearing
(τshear) (40). Therefore, the torque is essentially indicative of
the resistance of the melt against the screw mechanical stresses along both axial and rotational directions. The occurrence
of such resistance is often a consequence of, and directly
proportional to, the melt viscosity. It is thus easy to understand
that for fixed screw speed, elevated temperatures cause viscosity decrease, thus lowering processing torque. Whereas for
fixed temperature, increased screw speeds consume additional
mechanical energy and reflect higher τempty, thus higher overall torque (τ). It is noteworthy that the increase in τ along
screw speed elevation should be particularly significant at
lower temperatures when the melt viscosity is higher. Simultaneously, the aggressive global motion of materials triggered
by high screw rotating speed could generate frictional heat
and hence result in a rise in local temperature. This local
temperature rise may then reflect local viscosity fluctuations
that could subsequently affect the τ readings; thus, greater
standard deviations may be observed for mean torque values
at higher screw speeds (41–43). Therefore, for the FD–EPO
melt inside the extruder, a decrease in residence time and
increase in average torque would be expected with increasing
screw speed, and the same should hold true for elevations in
processing temperature (35). Moreover, the similarity in the
mean residence time and the torque values between 140°C
and 150°C may be attributed to a similar melt viscosity of the
system at these two temperatures, regardless of the applied
screw speed.
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of crystalline FD, whereas extrudates did not display any
significant diffraction peaks exhibiting a typical amorphous
halo, as observed for Eudragit EPO. This suggested that melt
extrudates were X-ray amorphous. Such results were not supported by visual observation as fine particulates, presumably
residual crystalline FD, were embedded in the polymer matrix
of extrudates manufactured at 110°C and 126°C. It was possible that pre-analysis milling of extrudates rendered the remaining FD crystals in the extrudates amorphous.
Alternatively, the concentration and/or the size of the remaining crystalline FD in the extruded samples were below the
critical sensitivity of the technique (44).
Microscopic Analyses
Microscopy is a powerful and straightforward method to
qualitatively visualise crystallinity within polymer matrix systems. Both optical and polarised light microscopes (PLM) are
suitable to examine the morphology of embedded crystallites
when the matrix is transparent. It is also possible to obtain

reliable particle size information using these techniques (45).
Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the morphology of FD-EPO
extrudates processed using a range of temperatures and screw
speeds. Both optical and polarised light micrographs suggested that elevation of processing temperature and increasing
screw speed favoured the dissolution of FD into EPO. In
particular, increasing temperature from the insoluble region
(110°C) to the spinodal curve (126°C) significantly reduced
the number of remaining crystalline particulates, whereas increasing screw speed at the spinodal temperature dramatically
decreased the size of such crystallites and ultimately achieved
an amorphous drug dispersion at 200 rpm. Interestingly, complete amorphisation was not achievable at 110°C even at
extremely high screw speeds. When the temperature reached
(140°C) or exceeded (150°C) the solubility curve, clear
extrudates were observed at all three screw speeds. Notably,
a few bright spots were observed in the ADD extrudates in
polarised light micrographs and later confirmed to be impurities as these spots showed neither colour change whilst
adjusting polarizer nor size reduction whilst being heated
above Tm of FD.
Raman Analysis and Mapping
Raman maps are constructed by taking the spectra of a
series of single points from a pre-determined area (typically
the cross section of the sample), comparing them with that of
the reference, and then plotting the correlation coefficient
(using a rainbow cubic look-up table) at each coordinate.
The interval between neighbouring points can be determined
based upon the magnification of objective. A Raman map is
most commonly presented on a rainbow-coloured lookup table where the highest correlation coefficient ‘1.00’ is represented using the lightest colour ‘white’ to indicate 100%
resemblance, whereas poor correlation is usually coloured as
dark blue or purple. The scale of the rainbow lookup table can
also be modified to distinguish the degree of similarity. As
shown in Fig. 11, the Raman shift range between
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Fig. 8. Representative powder X-ray diffractograms (3∼40° 2θ) for 10 wt% FD–EPO binary
systems (from bottom to top): physical mixture, extrudates processed at 110°C–20 rpm,
extrudates processed at 110°C–100 rpm, extrudates processed at 110°C–200 rpm, extrudates
processed at 126°C–20 rpm and extrudates processed at 140°C–20 rpm, respectively
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Fig. 9. Optical micrographs of a cross-sectional area of extrudates as a function of extrusion temperature and screw speed. From left to right:
extruded with a barrel temperature setting of 110°C, 126°C, 140°C and 150°C, respectively; and from top to bottom: processed using a screw
speed of 20, 100 and 200 rpm, respectively. Images have been obtained using a ×25 objective

[1720.0∼1600.0]cm−1 was employed to differentiate each individual pixel in the map from the reference. In this zone, the
110°C

126°C

unprocessed crystalline FD, quench-cooled amorphous FD
and solvent-evaporated 10 wt% FD–EPO solid dispersion
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Fig. 10. Polarised light micrographs of cross-sectional areas of formulations manufactured at different temperatures and screw speeds. From left
to right: formulations extruded with a barrel temperature setting of 110°C, 126°C, 140°C and 150°C, respectively; processed using a screw speed
of 20, 100 and 200 rpm, respectively. The micrographs were taken using a ×40 objective
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(as the SD standard) showed three distinct peaks, respectively.
Eudragit EPO was not spectrally active in this region
exhibiting a flat baseline with no interference to the other
three peaks. In general, the bands of the crystalline FD were
more intense and sharper than those of the amorphous FD
due to the disorganised molecular environment of the amorphous solid. The unprocessed crystalline FD peak in the chosen fingerprint region exhibited at peak at 1641.57 cm−1,
indicative of a carbonyl group. The amorphous FD peak was
notably broadened and moderately shifted to 1645.90 cm−1.
Together with the broadening and redshift of the bonded N–H
group from 3371.50 to 3334.93 cm−1 (data not shown), the
interactions between C=O and N–H groups of FD molecules
in the amorphous state are suggested to be stronger than that
in the crystalline form (46,47). In the 10 wt% FD–EPO SD
standard, this carbonyl peak exhibited a further blue shift to
1649.36 cm−1, implying a possible bonding between heterogeneous FD and EPO molecules. The difference among the
three peaks was subtle but experimentally reproducible to
distinguish the physical form of FD. Figure 12 illustrates the
colour associated to a range of correlation coefficients. It can
be clearly observed from Fig. 12b that those correlation colours assigned to higher correlation coefficients
(pink—correlation coefficient=0.99±0.01; red—correlation coefficient=0.94±0.02) represent the presence of crystalline FD
(strong peak at 1641.26 cm−1) and a small amount of the EPObonded FD (shoulder at 1649.13 cm−1). At a lower correlation,
coefficient values (0.90±0.01 assigned yellow and 0.85±0.01
assigned green) consisted of crystalline/amorphous FD blend
characterised by a slight blue shifted peak at 1642.00 cm−1 and
a small shoulder at 1649.13 cm−1 representative of EPObonded FD. At lower correlation coefficients (0.78±0.02
assigned an aqua colour), spectra contained peaks at ∼1642
and 1649 cm−1. The intensity of the peak at 1649 cm−1 was
more prominent in the aqua spectrum whereas the peak at
1642 cm−1 was more intense in the yellow and green spectra.
In those spectra that did not correlate well with crystalline FD
1.550
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(correlation coefficient=0.74±0.00) signified a majority of
EPO-bonded FD characterised by a peak at 1649.87 cm−1 with
a subtle shoulder at 1646.10 cm−1 representative of amorphous
FD. Dark blue colours blue region (correlation coefficient=0.70±0.01) were characteristic of EPO-bonded FD (single peak at 1649.21 cm−1).
As shown in Fig. 13, there are clear differences in the
extrudates processed using a range of different screw speeds
and temperatures. In general, especially for formulations
processed at 110°C and 126°C, data from Raman mapping
correlated well with optical and PLM micrographs. In particular, it was shown that for both 140°C and 150°C, 20 rpm
resulted in complete FD amorphisation showing predominantly the EPO-bonded FD molecules with possibly very small
amounts of amorphous FD regions. An increase in screw
speed to 100 rpm increased the amount of amorphous FDrich regions. Moreover, a further increase of screw speed to
200rpm was seen to result in more complex mixtures wherein
certain regions were even suggested to contain FD in an
intermediate transitioning state from pure crystalline to amorphous form. Such findings may correlate to the reduction of
residence time at increased screw rotation speeds. At coordinates chosen from the miscible region and the solubility curve
in the F–H T–ϕ phase diagram, the dissolution of FD into
EPO is expected to occur spontaneously. In other words,
although an increased screw speed may significantly decrease
the HME residence time and hence decrease the time provided for such dissolution, the majority of FD solubilisation in the
surrounding EPO melt is thermodynamically favoured. Therefore, the influence of screw speed under these conditions may
not be significant. In contrast, at coordinates chosen from the
insoluble region, the FD solubilisation in EPO is thermodynamically hindered and high mechanical input is necessary
and a dominant factor to facilitate the dispersion of FD crystals. Consequently, changes in screw speeds under such conditions may be extremely significant (19). Whereas for
coordinates on the spinodal curve, FD amorphisation is
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Fig. 12. a Overlay of normalised spectra exported from Raman map; b enlarged detail of partial spectra
from the dashed rectangular region in a and their corresponding assigned colour in rainbow cubic look-up
table

thermodynamically favoured. However, the system is sensitive
to local drug density fluctuation and hence prone to considerable variations with varying shearing stress. Notably, when
extruded at high temperatures and high screw speeds, the
aqua region was concentrated in the centre of the extrudates,
whilst the dark blue and purple coverage located more towards the exterior. This implied that the core contained Hbonded amorphous FD–EPO (strong broad peak at
1649 cm−1) and residual crystalline FD (small shoulder at
1642 cm−1) whereas the exterior contained mostly H-bonded
amorphous FD–EPO (absence of small shoulder at

1642 cm−1). This is understandable as shear stress increases
along the radius from the centre towards the exterior of the
screw cross section. The closer the melt is to the barrel wall,
more intensive the shear becomes, and hence, better mixing is
achieved between FD and EPO.
The Relevance of F–H Phase Diagram in Defining Design
Space for HME Processing
The manufacture of medicinal formulations with quality designed in to the product has become a strategic focus in
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Fig. 13. Raman maps of extrudates manufactured using different extrusion parameters. From left to right: extrudates processed with a barrel
temperature setting of 110°C, 126°C, 140°C and 150°C, respectively; and from top to bottom: processed at a screw speed of 20, 100 and 200 rpm,
respectively

the pharmaceutical arena since the recent adoption of
‘Quality by Design’ (QbD) principles by FDA (48). The
aim of implementing such principles is to design pharmaceutical products and their manufacturing processes with
assured quality to meet patients’ needs by delivering the
intended performance. In the ICH Q8 definition, a design
space is defined as the Bmultidimensional combination and
interaction of input variables (e.g. material attributes) and
process parameters that have been demonstrated to provide
assurance of quality^. During the course of establishing a
process design space for ADD manufacture by HME, it is
important to recognise that the overall objectives, namely
the critical quality attributes, are sufficient drug
amorphisation and minimised ingredient degradation. These
are influenced by a complex interaction of several factors,
such as melt temperature, shear rate, residence time and
torque. The individual role of each factor is not easily
defined; however, it may be understood based on controllable parameters of the process, such as barrel temperature,
throughput, screw speed and screw configuration design.
For smaller-scaled HME processing, the main source of
thermal energy input comes from the heated barrel, namely
the temperature setting. The mechanical energy input
through shearing also contributes to the elevation of local
melt temperature in the form of viscous heat dissipation. A
low temperature or shear will not produce sufficient mixing
and thus attainment of ADD will be difficult, whilst a temperature or screw speed at the opposite extreme will result in
degradation. The use of F–H theory in combination with
melting point depression measurements in previous

publications by our group has been shown to provide important information relating to drug–polymer miscibility as well
as providing a good approximation in terms of ranking candidate matrix polymers for ADD formulation. In this work, the
information obtained from the F–H T–ϕ phase diagram has
been applied to examine the manufacturability of ADD. The
constructed T–ϕ phase diagram depicted the miscibility behaviour of an FD–EPO binary system. The free energy of
mixing plot provided critical information such as the spontaneity of interspecies mixing/phase separation at any T–ϕ coordinate. Such information is particularly important when
predicting the stability of an ADD under pharmaceutically
relevant storage conditions. Extrudates processed using a T–
ϕ coordinate that gives a negative ΔGmix at pharmaceutically
relevant storage temperatures or across the entire composition range are likely to be more stable. HME experiments and
solid-state characterisation confirmed that if thermal energy
input is considered solely, temperatures on the liquid–solid
transitioning (solubility) curve represent the lowest HME
processing temperature for their corresponding drug fractions to obtain ADDs. Typically, melt extrusion processing is
classified into two distinct regimes: the solubilisation regime
where HME is conducted below the drug melting point and
the miscibility regime in which HME is conducted above the
drug melting point (49). With the application of F–H T–ϕ
phase diagrams, the boundary between those two regimes
may be optimised to tailor any particular drug loading. The
optimisation of the operational temperature may significantly
enhance processing efficacy and safety without compromising
product qualities. This could be especially useful in
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formulating ADD containing thermally labile drug substances. Moreover, the F–H T–ϕ phase diagram may also be
useful in determining the screw speed. As shown, positive
effects (drug solubilisation within polymer) associated with
higher screw speeds only occurred at temperatures beneath
the solubility curve in the T–ϕ phase diagram. Such effects
may be caused by a combination of increased system entropy
and elevated local temperature (enthalpy). Notably, at temperatures chosen from the unstable region below the spinodal
curve, complete disruption of FD crystalline structure was not
achieved by increasing the screw speed. When extruded at
temperatures that thermodynamically favour drug–polymer
mixing, lower screw speeds should be employed to assure
adequate residence time and hence complete drug
amorphisation.
CONCLUSION
In this work, a F–H temperature–composition phase diagram has been constructed for a felodipine–Eudragit® EPO
binary system using melting point depression data. The constructed phase diagram has been shown to be extremely informative in establishing the HME process design space for
the manufacture of pharmaceutical dosage forms. Understanding the relevance between temperature and drug composition enabled the identification of an optimal HME
processing temperature below the melting temperature of
felodipine. This permitted complete drug–polymer dissolution
even when using lower screw speeds. Such a method can be
particularly useful when applied to thermally labile systems in
which the instability against elevating temperature is of great
concern during HME processing. The phase diagram also
revealed a reasonable space where increasing screw speed,
and thus shearing stress, may be employed to compensate
for the lack of thermodynamic driving force for spontaneous
drug–polymer solubilisation through increased system
entropy.
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